
16-22 Pilot,17-24 Ridgeline
and passport recovery
tow hook install guide  

Hardware Included:
2x M14 x 180mm x 1.5mm
2x M12 x 80mm x 1.25mm

2x M14 washer
2x M12 washer

2x 1.25” x 1.5” M12 
(Stock vehicle)

2x 1.25” x 2.5” M14 
(Stock vehicle)

2x 0.25” x 1.5” M12 
(1” subframe drop)
2x 0.25” x 2.5” M14 
(1” subframe drop)

This guide will cover how to install the recovery hooks on a stock

vehicle or vehicle equipped with a 1” subframe drop. The installation

process is the same but requires different height spacers to insure

proper fitment.

Start by removing the factory splash shield covering the subframe.

This may already be missing if you have a 1” subframe drop installed.

If the factory splash is still installed you need to decide if you want to

keep it or remove it. This applies to 19-20 Passport, 17-20 Ridgeline, and

16-22 Pilot. The way the bumper is shaped on these years requires the

splash shield to be modified in order to retain it.

Tools need:
Breaker Bar
22mm Socket
19mm Socket
17mm Socket
10mm socket

Flat head or clip removal tool
Torque wrench

Razor knife or box cutter
1/8” Drill bit

Ramps (give yourself some room)
Oscillating or Dremel tool may speed cutting.



Splash Shield Modification

1.5” spacer here. Using a Dremel or Oscillating

tool for this modification is recommended. Once

these holes have been modified reinstall the

splash shield.

2.5” spacer here.

This section is for those who want to keep their splash shield. if not skip

down to the next section “Trimming the bumper”. To remove the splash

shield you will need a 10mm socket, Phillips #2 screw driver, and flat

head or snap removing tool to remove the plastic push pins. There are 4x

10mm bolts across the front that must be removed. 2x Phillips screws

on either side. Then remove the remaining plastic pins. On the Passport I

used to make these instructions there were only 4 additional plastic

pins but on a completely stock vehicle I would expect 8 or more. Once the

splash shield is removed Use the provided mounting spacer as a temple

placing them on the removed shield and mark for cutting. Repeat this

process on both sides of the splash shield modifying all four holes in the

splash shield.



Trimming the bumper
Step one: What model do you have? 16-22 Pilot, 17-20 Ridgeline, 21-24

Ridgeline, 19-20 Passport, or 21-24 Passport. Currently we only have

measurements for the 21-23 Ridgeline and the 19-20 Passport. That being

said, check If A template will work for your vehicle.

19-20 Passport: Measure over 1” from the seam towards the

center of the vehicle. Using the seam of the chin guard and

main bump to mark the top corner of the slot. This slot is 3

¾” wide and 1” tall. You may choose to remove the chin guard

completely.



Trimming the bumper

· 21-24 Ridgeline and Passport: Measure over ¾” from the seam

towards the outside of the vehicle. Using the transition of the

main bump to mark the top corner of the slot. This slot is 3 ¼”

wide and 1” tall.

*template is available to print at the end of these

instructions*



installing tow hooks

Using a 17mm socket and breaker bar, remove the subframe bolt and

brace bolt. You may have to pull down on the subframe bolt when

removing it. Once the subframe bolt and brace bolt have been removed

you can begin installation.

1" subframe drop tow hook kit

Once the tray is removed and bumper trimmed, locate the two

subframe bolts for removal. (DO ONLY ONE SIDE AT A TIME) You are

removing subframe bolts that support the Engine and drivetrain.

Stock tow hook kit



installing tow hooks

*Product used in photos may differ from your product. We are always working to improve
our products and the newer versions may differ slightly from images.

Once you have both bolts

started you can proceed to

torque the bolts. 72 ft-lbs for

the 22mm subframe bolt and 51

ft-lbs for the M12 brace bolt.

Once you have torqued both

bolts repeat the process on the

other side to complete

installation.

You will need a 22mm and 19mm socket. Start with the 19mm (M12

Brace bolt) place the 1.5”dia. spacer on top of the tow hook. Run

the bolt through and thread it in first as it is typically easy to

start. Once started leave loose. Next place the 2.5”dia. spacer on

top of the hook and install the 22mm (M14 subframe bolt).



2019-2022
 Passport

2021-2024
 Ridgeline


